• Founded in 2010 and based in Montréal with offices in New York and Hong Kong

• Dedicated to making cities more inclusive, connected, healthy and vibrant

newcities.org
Connected Mobility

- Mobility defines the way we experience our cities
- Connected mobility means looking at the physical, digital and socio-economic factors
- Now Arriving: A Connected Mobility Roadmap for Public Transport by Senior Fellow, Greg Lindsay

bit.ly/NCFConnectedMobility
Financing Urban Infrastructure

- Critical moment to invest in urban infrastructure
- Estimated $60 trillion in infrastructure spending worldwide by 2030
- **Handbook on Urban Infrastructure Finance** by Senior Fellow, Dr. Julie Kim

[bit.ly/NCFUrbanFinance]
LA CoMotion

- LA CoMotion is an expo and festival on new mobility
- Thousands of participants including mayors, transportation ministers, and thought leaders
- 175,000 square feet of cutting-edge mobility technologies

lacomotion.com